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Sticky price monetary models of exchange rates, while
reasonable theoretically, have been disappointing empiri-
cally. Out-ofsample predictions have been little or no
better than those from a naive model ofno change. The
most likely reason is that shocks to the market's expecta-
tion ofthe future equilibrium real exchange rate weaken
the stabilityofthe association betweenexchange rates and
the real interest rate differentials. This study identifies
three types ofshocks that appearto be empirically impor-
tant. These are productivity growth, which changes the
relative price of traded goods at home versus abroad,
government budgetdeficits, andthe real price ofoil.
Thesefactors along with real interestratesare shown to
explain at least 80 percent ofthe longer run variation in
both the trade-weighteddollar andbilateral rates against
the dollar. An error correction model that includes these
factors is shown to have out-ofsample prediction errors
for changes in the trade-weighted dollar that are 30 to 45
percentlowerthan thosefrom a naivemodelofnochange,
athorizonsoffour to eightquarters. The prediction errors
for bilateral rates against troe dollar are almost as low.
This paper reexamines the sources of fluctuations in ex-
change rates betweenthe dollar andothermajorcurrencies
in the post 1973 flexible rate experience. The real values of
the major currencies have fluctuated quite Widely in this
period. As a result, flexible-price models, which assume
constantreal currencyvalues (or purchasing powerparity),
have not been successful in explaining their movements.!
Sticky price monetary models, whichassume thatprices in
markets for goods adjust to disturbances more slowly than
prices in markets for financial assets, have appeared to
work more satisfactorily.2 In these models, purchasing
power parity holds in the long run when prices are able to
adjust fully, but deviations from purchasing power parity
occurin the shortrun. Thesedeviations are associatedwith
temporary differentials between real interest rates at home
and abroad. Uncovered interest parity holds in the sense
that the differences between real interestrates are offsetby
expected changes in the real exchange rate. As a result,
movements in the real exchange rate can be explained by
changes in the differential between home and foreign real
interest rates.
The robustness ofthe sticky price monetary model has
been challenged in an important series ofpapers by Meese
and Rogoff, however. 3 They showed that, while variations
in interest differentials can explain some of the move-
ments in the major currencies within the period ofestima-
tion of the model, predictions outside that period are no
betterthan those ofa naive model ofno change, even when
actual values ofthe explanatory variables are used. Meese
and Rogofffurther suggested that the most likely hypothe-
sis for explaining this resultis the existenceofshocks to the
flexible-price equilibrium of the real exchange rate. The
resulting variation in the expected value ofthe future real
exchange rate would weaken the statistical association
betweenreal interestdifferentials and exchange rates. Yet,
it has been difficult to identify which real factors have
affectedequilibriumrealexchangeratesoverwhatperiods.
1. Studies ofthe U.S. dollarusing datafor the period 1973 to 1978 have
yielded findings consistent with the flexible price model, but those
incorporating more recent data have been much less favorable to that
approach. See Bilson (1978) and Hodrick (1978).
2. See, for example, Dornbusch (1976), Frankel (1979), Hooper and
Morton (1982), and Shafer and Loopesko (1983).
3. See Meese and Rogoff (1983a, 1983b, 1988) and also Meese (1990).e = t
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This paper identifies several important factors in addi-
tion to real interest rate differentials that have altered real
exchange rates between the major currencies. These fac-
tors include productivity in traded and nontraded goods,
the real price ofoil, and government budget balances. We
call the resulting extension of the sticky price monetary
model ageneralized uncovered interestparity model ofthe
exchange rate. It is shown that exchange rates are cointe-
grated with these factors over time. Because of this, real
exchange rates candeviate from asimple purchasing power
parity relationship even in the long run. Moreover, the
adjustment of currencies to the equilibrium values deter-
mined by these factors is a major part of their short-run
fluctuation. In particular, out-of-sample predictions (using
actual values of the explanatory variables) of both the
nominal and real trade-weighted dollar, as well as ofthree
bilateral rates against the dollar, from an error-correction
form ofthe generalizedmodel are shown to be significantly
better than those from a naive model of no change.
Section Ireviews the basic elements ofthe conventional
stickypricemodelofexchangerates andprevious testsofits
out-of-sample predictive power. Section II develops the
generalizeduncovered interestparitymodel. In SectionIII
it is shown that the exchange rate is cointegrated with pro-
ductivity differentials, the real price of oil, government
budget balances, and the long-term real interestrate differ-
ential. Then, an error correction model is estimated to
capture the gradual adjustment of exchange rates to the
longer-run equilibrium established by this larger combina-
tion ofvariables. Out-of-sample predictions from this gen-
eralized uncovered interest parity model are shown to be
very much superiorto those ofanaive model ofno change.
Section IV provides a summary and some conclusions.
I. CONVENTIONAL UNCOVERED INTEREST
PARITY MODEL
Much ofthe recent work on exchange rates has been based
upon the "monetary" or "asset" view. The market rate of
exchange between two currencies is seen in the shortrun to
equilibrate the international demand for stocks of assets,
ratherthan the international demands for flows ofgoods, as
the more traditional view posits. However, market adjust-
ment ensures equilibrium in the goods markets as well
in the longerrun. The most widely used approach has been
the uncovered interest parity model.
Uncovered Interest Parity
The conventional uncovered interest parity model of ex-
change rates uses two basic building blocks: (1) uncovered
interestparity and (2) purchasing power parity. The condi-
tion ofuncovered interestparity says that market arbitrage
will move the exchange rate to the point at which the
expected rate of return on investments denominated in
eitherthe home orforeign currency is the same, exceptfor a
possible risk premium. Thus,
(1) et - Et(et+k) = k(kit - kin + prp
where
log ofnominal value of home currency
= market expectation at time t of exchange
rate at time t+k
home country interest rate on security with
k periods to maturity
foreign country interest rate on security with
k periods to maturity
prt = risk premium
Ifthe interestratedifferential times the periods to maturity,
k, exceed~ the expected rate of depreciation of the home
currency (allowing for a..ny risk premium, prt), then arbi-
tragers would bid the value ofthe home currency up until
the equality holds, thus equalizing expected returns at
home and abroad.
A problem with using this form ofthe theory for predict-
ing exchange rates is that it is difficult to model the ex-
pectedvalue ofthe nominal exchange rate kperiods ahead.
One way around this problem is. to state the uncovered
interest parity condition in real terms. Given nominal
uncovered interest parity, it is also true that the expected
depreciation in the real value ofthe home currency equals
the excess in the real rate of return on investments in the
home country over those in the foreign country (times k):4
(2) qt - Et(qt+k) = k((kit - k'ITt) - (kit ..... k'ITt») + prt
or
(3) qt = E/qt+k) + k((kit - k'ITt) - (kit - k'ITt») + prp
where
qt = log ofreal value of home currency
k'ITt = market expectation at time t ofinflation rate at
home over k periods
k'ITt* market expectation at time t of inflation rate
abroad over kperiods
4. The uncovered interest parity condition in nominal terms is: e, -
E,(e'+k) = k (ki, - J'*). But by definition e, = q, + pt - p, and
E,(e'+k) = E,(q'+k) +pt+ kk'ITt- p, - kk'IT,. Substitutingtheserela-
tionshipsintothefirstequationthengivesq, - E,(q'+k) = k[(ki, - k'IT,)
- (ki,* - k'ITnJ·THROOP/ GENERALIZED UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY MODEL 5
Theadvantageofequation(3) is that, particularlyifalong-
term real rate of interest is used, the expected value of
the real exchange rate k periods ahead may be assumed to
beaconstant, correspondingto aflexible priceequilibrium
of purchasing power parity. Although equation (3) as it
stands predicts the real exchange rate, it can be modi-
fied to explain the nominal exchange rate. This is done
by breakingthereal exchangerate into its real andnominal
components:
where
pt = log ofoverall price level abroad
Pt = log of overall price level at home
Themonetarytheory ofexchangeratesexplainsp* andp
in terms of the·demand for money at home and abroad.
Given a· stable standard demand function for money, the
price level in each country would vary positively with
the money supply and the nominal interest rate and nega-
tively with realincome.
Making these substitutions, Meese and Rogoff (1983a)
estimated equation (4) for bilateral values of the dollar
againstthe mark, pound, andyen. They then made predic-
tions ofthese exchange rates outside of the period over
which the model coefficients were estimated, using actual
realizedvaluesofallthe explanatory variables. Theresult-
ing prediction errors were no lowerthan those from anaive
model that simply assumes no change in the exchange rate.
As aresult, itappearedthatcurrentstructuralmodelsofthe
nominal exchange rate do not describe stable economic
relationships.
However, these results may simply have been due to
instability in the demand for money functions, resulting in
poor predictions of p and p*, rather than to instability
in the basic uncovered interest parity relationship. There-
fore, Meese and Rogoff (1988) followed up their earlier
study by making similarout-of-samplepredictionsfrom an
estimate ofequation (3) making the real exchange rate the
dependent variable. In this version of uncovered interest
parity, currentpricelevels are subsumedinthedefinitionof
the real exchange rate, which then simply becomes a func-
tion of the real interest rate differential and the market's
expectation of the flexible-price equilibrium value of the
real exchange rate. The latter is assumed to be a constant
given by purchasing power parity. Once again, however,
out-of-sample predictions were no more accurate than
those from a naive model ofno change.
Note that since what is at issue is the stability of the
exchange rate model as indicated by its ability to make
ex post forecasts, rather than ex ante forecasts, there is a
straightforward way of testing the predictive ability of
the nominal version ofthemodel that is independentofthe
complications introduced by money demand. This is sim-
ply to use equation (4) with the actual realized values of
the price levels, p* and p, on the right hand side to predict
the nominal exchange rate. This equation relies upon the
samebasicbuilding blocks ofuncoveredinterestparityand
purchasing power parity as equation (3) for the real ex-
change rate. Moreover, the prediction errors from the two
equations will be exactly the same because p* and p are
known.5 Obviously, however, the prediction errors for the
naivemodelofno change woulddifferfor real andnominal
exchange rates.
Meese and Rogoff (1988) suggest that the most likely
hypothesis for explaining the poor out-of-sample predic-
tions ofthe conventional modelofexchange rates, whether
nominal or real, is the existence of shocks to the flexible
price equilibrium ofthe real exchange rate. The resulting
variation in the expected value ofthe future real exchange
rate would weaken the statistical association between the
real interest rate differential and eitherthe nominal orreal
exchange rate. To assess the empirical importance ofthese
effects, this paper expands the conventional model to
include factors that alter the flexible-price equilibrium of
the real exchange rate. This generalizeduncovered interest
paritymodel is thenusedto generateout-of-samplepredic-
tions ofboth nominal and real exchange rates.
n. GENERALIZED UNCOVERED
INTEREST PARITY MODEL
The expected value of the flexible-price equilibrium of
the real exchange rate, which serves as an anchor for the
conventional uncovered interest parity model, is likely to
change significantly over time in response to a number of
factors. This section expands the model to include some
ofthese factors.
Productivity Growth
The real exchange rate relevant for uncovered interest
parity is measured in terms of overall price levels. But,
when measured this way, the flexible-price equilibrium
will tendto change overtime as a resultofdifferential rates
5. The error in predicting the log ofthe real exchange rate is: qt - qt or
et - pt+ p/ - (et~ N+fiJ But since the price levels are known,N
= ptand fit = p.Therefore, qt- qt = et - et'6 FRBSF ECONOMIC REvIEW 1993, NUMBER 2
of productivity growth between traded and nontraded
goods. This can be seen by examining the relationship
between the real exchange rate when measured in terms of
overall price levels and when measured in terms of the
prices oftradable goods.
Thelogoftherealvalue ofthe homecurrencyintermsof
overall price levels is:
(5)
where
et = log ofnominal value ofhome currency
Pt = log ofoverall price level at home
p1 = log ofoverall price level abroad
Next, the log of the real value of the home currency in
terms ofthe prices oftraded goods is:
(6)
where
pdt = log ofprice of traded goods at home
pd1 = log ofprice oftraded goods abroad
Substituting (6) into (5), the relationship between the real
exchange rates measured in these two different ways is
therefore:
(7) qt = qdt + (pd1- p1) - (pdt - Pt)·
Thus, even ifthe real exchangerate interms ofthe pricesof
traded goods remains constant according to purchasing
power parity, the real exchange rate in terms of overall
pricelevels varies according to whetherthe relativepriceof
traded goods is changing by more or less than abroad.
Since productivity typically grows faster in the traded
goods sector than in the non-traded goods sector, the
relative price of traded goods typically falls over time.
Shouldthe relative priceoftraded goods fall faster at home
than abroad, then the real value of the home currency in
terms of overall prices would rise even though the real
exchange rate in terms of traded goods prices remains
constant. The theory ofpurchasing power parity suggests
that the exchange rate should adjust to equalize the prices
oftraded goods at home and abroad in terms ofthe same
currency. Buteven ifpurchasing power parity holds in this
sense, the flexible price equilibrium of the real exchange
rateintheuncovered interestparity model wouldvary over
time according to differential productivity growth.6
6..This aspect of the purchasing power parity hypothesis was explored
in a well-known article by Belassa (1964). A more recent treatment is
Koedijk and Schotman (1990).
In empirical analysis, the wholesale price index is
frequently used as a proxy for the prices oftraded goods.7
That approach is also followed here. Returning to equation
(3) for uncovered interest parity with the real exchange
rate, equation (7) can be substituted for the expected value
ofthe real exchange rate,giving:
(8) qt = Bo + Et(qdt+k)
where
kRt - kR1= (kit - k7Tt) - (ki1- k7Tf)·
Next, the expected difference between relative prices at
home and abroad is assumed to be a linearfunction of the
current difference, so that:
(9)
+ B3(kRt - kR1)·
If purchasing power parity holds in traded goods, then
E(qdt+k) is simply a constant. But home and foreign-
tradedgoods by and large are imperfect substitutes, so that
purchasing power parity does not hold even for traded
goods. International adjustment requires changes in the
prices of home-traded goods relative to foreign-traded
goods, and therefore in the real exchange rate measured in
terms ofthe prices oftraded goods.
BudgetBalances
An important factor requiring such adjustment is changes
in the balance between saving and investment at home
relative to that abroad. A country with a high rate of
investment relative to saving will tend to absorb more
output than it produces, which will tend to put upward
pressure on the prices of home-traded goods relative to
those offoreign-traded goods. Historically, private saving
has· been quite stable.8 In the last two decades, however,
7. See, for example, Koedijk and Schotman (1990), Clements and
Frenkel (1980), and Wolff (1987).
8. See David and Scadding (1974). As pointed out by Feldstein (1992),
private saving in the U.S. has trended down in the 1980s. However,
foreign private saving rates also have declined in this period. See, for
example, Bosworth (1993, ch. 3). Soeffectson the dollarhave tended to
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u.S. governmentsaving has fluctuatedalot. Consequently,
this paperfocuses onthe effects ofchanges in government
saving.
The effects .of changes in government saving on the
flexible-price equilibrium ofthe real exchange rate can be
illustrated with the aid ofa simple model.9 This assumes
that traded goods produced in different countries are
imperfect substitutes, so that the equilibrium price of
traded goods in one country relative to that in another
changes in response to shifts in supply and demand. In
contrast and consistent with the notion ofuncovered inter-
est parity, financial assets as a first approximation are
assumed to be perfect substitutes (this assumption will be
relaxedlater). Real aggregatespending athome and abroad
varies inversely with the country's real interest rate; and
the real trade balance moves inversely with the real value
of the country's currency measured in terms of prices of
tradable goods. In algebraic terms, the conditions for full
employment at home and abroad are therefore:
9. For earlier treatments, see Dornbusch (1983), Blanchard and Dorn-
busch (1984), Hutchison and Throop (1985) and Throop (1989).
where
YoY~ = full employment output
A(A*) =.real aggregate spending, or absorption
nx(nx*) = real net exports
(R,R*) =.real interest rate
qd = real valueofhomecurrencymeasuredin prices
oftradables
Assuming acompleteadjustmentto full employmentequi-
librium, there arethree unknowns (R, R*, and qd) butonly
two equations. However, R can be solved as equal to R* in
the case where home and foreign assets are perfect sub-
stitutes (orequal toR* plus orminus ariskpremiumin the
case ofimperfect substitutes).
Figure I provides a graphical representation of this
system. Thegoods marketequilibriuminthe homecountry
is represented by Gh• It is downward sloping because a
reduction in the domestic real interestrate (leftscale) must
be offset by an appreciation in the real value ofthe home
currency (qd) in orderto maintainreal aggregate spending
equal to potential output. Conversely, the locus of the
foreign goods market equilibrium, Gf' is upward sloping.
Areductioninthe foreign real interestrate (rightscale) has
(10)
(11)
Yo = A(R) + nx(qd)
y~ = A*(R*) + nx*(qd)
FIGURE I




Real Value ofHome Currency, qd
~ Depreciation Appreciation~
to be offset by a depreciation in the real value ofthe home
currency in order to restore a goods market equilibrium
abroad. General equilibrium in the case of perfect sub-
stitutability between assets lies at point a, where the two
schedules for goods market equilibrium intersect and the
interest rates are equalized.
Consider now the comparative statics ofa fiscal expan-
sioninthehomecountry. Afiscal expansioninthe form ofa
larger budget deficit or smaller surplus at home increases
the demand for home goods, shifting the Gh schedule up
andto theright.10Eitherahigherrealinterestrateorhigher
realvalueofthedomesticcurrency, orsomecombinationof
the two, is necessary to maintain the same level ofaggre-
gate spending on home goods as before.
To the extent that higher domestic spending falls on
foreign goods, the G f schedule shifts up also. But one
would expect more of the increased spending to fallon
home goods than foreign goods. So the Gh schedule would
shift up by more than the Gf schedule, leading to a new
generalequilibriumatapointlikeb. Atthispointtheworld
level ofreal interestrates will have risen, andthe real value
of the home currency (qd) will have appreciated in re-
sponse to the fiscal expansion at home.
10. This assumes thathouseholds do notincreasetheirsavinginorderto
fund the extra future tax liabilities caused by the increase in the
government's larger deficit. Ifthey did increase their saving by the full
amount ofthe increase inthese liabilities, then the Gh and Gfschedules
would not change at all. On this so-called "Ricardo effect," see Barro
(1974), Bernheim (1987), Brunner (1986), and Tobin (1980, ch. 3).8 FRBSF ECONOMIC REVIEW 1993, NUMBER 2
Even if the fiscal deficit were to persist, however, the
value ofthe home currency could begin to depreciate and
eventually end up lower than it was before. This would
happen if there were a limit to the amount of home
currency assets that foreigners were willing to absorb.
Associated with the net import surplus resulting from the
home currency's appreciation is a net capital inflow into
the home country. As a result, as foreigners increase their
holding ofhome country assets, the risk premium on them
is likely to increase, driving a growing wedge between
home and foreign country interest rates.
This process is illustrated in Figure 2. Assume for
simplicity that there is no risk premium to begin with.
Then the fiscal expansion shifts the Gk and Gfschedules up
as before. This makes the dollar appreciate from point a to
point b, as before. But now the risk premium grows with
the accumulation ofhome country debt by foreigners. The
riskpremium, given by cdinthe diagram, drives agrowing
wedge between foreign and home country interest rates.
The risk premiumwill continue to grow until the exchange
ratehas depreciatedby enough to prevent net indebtedness
to foreigners from growing any further. If the budget
deficit persists, this would occur when the home currency
has depreciated by enough not only to eliminate the origi-
nal import surplus but also to generate an export surplus
sufficient to pay for servicing the debt without further
capital inflows. Thus, given a persistent fiscal deficit, a
stable equilibrium requires that the home currency depre-
ciate by more than the original appreciation.
The movements in the real exchange rate that are pro-
FIGURE 2
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duced by changes in budgetary positions in this compara-
tive statics exercise correspond to changes in the long-run
flexible-price equilibrium of the real exchange rate in the
uncovered interest parity model. The actual effect of
budgetary changes on the exchange rate in the short run
will depend upon the character ofmarket expectations. In
particular, what matters is whether the market views
changes in budgetary positions as temporary orpermanent,
the effective time horizon over which its expectations are
formed, and the degree to which the risk premium can be
expected to change as indebtedness changes. Although the
very long-run effect ofapersistent fiscal expansion would
appear to be one of depreciation in the real value of the
home currency, the marketmay well expectan appreciation
to result over its relevant time horizon.
Real Price ofOil
The final factor that appears to have been important in
affecting the flexible-price equilibrium value of real ex-
change rates is the real price ofoil. The real price ofoil rose
65 percent in the early 1970s, and then another 70 percent
in the late 1970s and early 1980s as the result ofthe actions
of the OPEC cartel. Then in the mid-1980s it dropped by
50 percent as the cartel's power started to erode.
Like the effects ofbudgetdeficits, the effects ofoil price
changes on the flexible-price equilibrium value of real
exchange rates between currencies of the oil-importing
countries depend upon the effects on the goods markets of
those countries. Following oil price increases, the less
developed oil-exporting countries typically have tempo-
rarily invested the proceeds ofhigheroil exportrevenues in
the capital markets of the developed oil-importing coun-
tries, which in tum have lent much ofthese funds to other
less developed countries. In this "recycling" process inter-
national capital mobility has beenfairly high, so that itcan
be assumed real interest rates in different countries would
continue to be roughly equalized in flexible-price equi-
librium. As a result and similar to the effects of budget
deficits, the effect of an oil price change on equilibrium
exchange rates ofthe oil-importing countriesdepends upon
the relative effects on aggregate demand in those coun-
tries. These effects may change over time to some degree,
as the oil-exporting countries gradually increased their
expenditures on the exports of oil-importing countries.
However, the most important factor is the degree of de-
pendence ofthe importing countries on imported oil. This
can be illustrated with the aid of the model used in the
previous section.
Industrialized countries differ widely in their depend-
ence on imported oil. For instance, the U.S. imports about
40 percent of its oil, but Japan is totally dependent onTHROOP/ GENERALIZED UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY MODEL 9
imports to satisfy its oil needs. Letthe home country in the
model be like the U.S., which is less dependent upon oil
imports than its major industrialized trading partners.
The other country in the model represents those trading
partners. 11
Following a price increase by OPEC, in the first stage
assumethatall ofOPEC'soilrevenues areinvestedabroad.
If the home country is less dependent upon imported oil
than its industrialized trading partners, its import bill will
increase but by less than theirs. The increase in the import
bill reduces aggregatedemand, andso requires areduction
in the real interest rate to maintain full employment
equilibrium. As shown inFigure 3, the Gh schedule for the
home country therefore shifts down, but by less than the Gf
schedule for the other oil importers. The result is a de-
creaseinthe worldrealinterestratebecauseofthe increase
in OPEC's saving and a real appreciation of the home
currency (in terms oftradable goods prices). The currency
of the foreign country, which is more dependent on im-
portedoil thanthe home country, depreciates so as to allow
it to export more to the home country in orderto pay for its
oil imports more cheaply.
Over a longer run, OPEC will gradually increase the
proportion of oil revenues that are spent on foreign goods
and services. This increases the demandfor exportsofboth
the homecountryandtheforeign country inthe model. But
so long as OPEC does nothave a much strongerpreference
forthe goods oftheforeign countrycomparedwiththoseof
the home country, the real appreciation ofthe home coun-
try's currency will not be undone. Thus, following an oil
price increase' it is likely that the market will expect an
appreciation in the flexible-price value of the real equi-
librium exchange rates of those countries that are less
dependent on imported Oil.12 Notice also that over the
longer run the upward shifts of Gh and Gf will tend to
restore the world rate ofinterest to its prevIous level.
Generalized Uncovered Interest Parity
The log ofthe flexible-price equilibrium value ofthe real
exchange rate, measured in terms of the prices of traded
goods, thus can be assumed to be a function of budget
balances both at home (USBB) and abroad (FBB) and the
log ofthe real price ofoil (LPOIL). This gives:
(12) Elqdt +k ) = 'Yo + 'Yl USBB1
+ 'Yl FBBt + 'Y3 LPOILt •
Next, substituting (12) into (9) gives the generalized open
interest parity condition for the real exchange rate as:
(13) qt = Bo + B1 USBBt + B1 FBBt + B3 LPOIL
EFFECT OF OIL PRICE INCREASE
FIGURE 3
+ B5(kRt - kRn·
The presence ofPt*andPon both the left hand side (in qt)
and right hand side of(13) produces an automatic correla-
tion between the left and right side variables. To avoid this
statistical problem when estimating the coefficients ofthe
model, the dependent variable is redefined to be the nom-
inal value ofthe home currency by substituting (5) for qt.
Collecting terms, this gives the generalized uncovered
interest parity condition for the nominal exchange rate as:
(14) e = Bo + B1 USBBt + B2 FBBt + B3 LPOIL
+ B5 (kRt - kRn·
The estimate ofthis equation is then used to make out-of-
samplepredictionsofthe nominalexchangerate, assuming
the values ofall explanatory vllJ.-1ables are known. To make
out-of-sample predictions of the real exchange, known
values of Pt and P; are simply added and subtracted,
12. Trehan (1986) detects a positive influence of the price of oil on the
trade-weighted value ofthe u.s. dollar. Also see Krugman (1983) and
Dunn (1979).
Appreciation ~ ~ Depreciation
~
Real Value ofHome Currency, qd
R
11. The exchange values ofthe currencies ofthe oil exporting countries
do not enter into this analysis because oil is priced in dollars, and these
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The generalized open interest parity condition ofequation
(14) does not hold instantaneously. This is because percep-
tions ofthe flexible-price equilibrium ofthe real exchange
rate evolve gradually in response to changes in the current
values of their determinants. However, the variables in
equation (14) are cointegrated in the long run and can be
described by an error correction system in the short run.
the foreign country. Inthe sample period, the largest ofthe
three foreign economies (Japan) was only one-third of
the size of the US. economy. So the effect of its budget
deficit on the dollar bilateral rate would be much smaller
than the effectofthe US. budgetdeficit. The crudeness of
the budgetdataand sharperperceptionsofU.S. as opposed
to foreign budget deficits also may have been contributing
factors. In any case, becauseofalackofsignificanteffects,
foreign budget balances were dropped from the model.
A further point with respect to equation (14) is that the
coefficients on the wholesale price differential (B4) and
the consumer price differential (1-B4) should sum to 1.0.
Unrestricted estimates ofthese coefficients came close to
meeting this condition, and this constraint was imposed
both in the cointegrating vectors and subsequent error
correction models ofthe exchange rate.
ill. STABILITY OF THE GENERALIZED
UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY MODEL
u.s. AND FOREIGN INFLATION-ADJUSTED
STRUCTURAL BUDGET BALANCES
respectively, to the value of e predicted by the estimated
form ofequation (14). But as pointed out earlier, since Pt
and pt are known, the prediction errors for real and
nominal exchange rates are the same.
For the case ofthe trade-weighted dollar, et is measured
by the multilateral trade-weighted value against 10 major
industrial countries constructedby the staffofthe Boardof
Governors of the Federal ReserVe System. The interest
rates, ,fitand ,fit, are yields on 1O-year government bonds
less a centered 12-quarter moving average of inflation in
consumer prices. The real price ofoil is calculated as the
ratio of the seasonally adjusted producers' price of crude
petroleum to the seasonally adjusted producers' price of
finished goods.
To measure anticipated budget balances, a moving
average of inflation-adjusted high employment budget
balances as a percent of GDP for the most recent four
quarters was used. 13 The alternative of budget balances
overfourquartersaheaddidnotperformas well. Neitherdid
flexible distributed lags on current and past budget bal-
ances. For the trade-weighted dollar, trade weights clearly
shouldbeusedinaggregatingtherestofthe world'srelative
prices and real interest rates. But the effect of a foreign
structural budget deficit depends upon the relative size of
the foreign country as well, and the weights should reflect
this. The smaller the foreign country, the larger will trade
generallybeasaproportionofGDP, thesteeperwillbeitsG
schedule, and the less the G schedule ofthe home country
will be changed by a movement of the foreign country's
budgetdeficit. As aresult, thesmallerwillbethe sizeofthe
effect of its own budgetary changes on its exchange rate
with the home country. Therefore, in the case ofthe trade-
weighteddollar, foreign budgetbalances were weighted by
GDP weights times trade weights.
Theoretically, both foreign and US. budget balances
should be included in the model. However, while the US.
budget balance had the expected estimated effects in all
cases, the estimated effects of foreign budget balances
were close to zero and sometimes of unanticipated sign.
In the case of the trade-weighted dollar, the explanation
appears to be that during the sample period there was
relatively little variation in the weighted foreign budget
balance, as shown in Figure 4. For the bilateral rates the
explanation appears to be different. As discussed, the size
of the effect of a foreign budget deficit on the respective
dollar bilateral rate depends upon the relative size of
13. These budgetbalances are for state and local, as well as the federal,
government. The recent data was constructed from various issues ofthe
OEeDEconomic Outlook. Back data are from Price and Muller(1984).THROOP/ GENERALIZED UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY MODEL 11
TABLE 1
TESTS FOR COINTEGRATION OF REAL EXCHANGE
RATE AND REAL LoNG-TERM INTEREST RATE
DIFFERENTIAL, 1974.Ql TO 1991.Q3
where ECt= qt - Bo - B1 (,fit - ,fin·
In this error correction model, the short-run and long-
run responses of the variables are allowed to differ, and
all variables are treated as endogenous. In contrast, the
Dickey-Fuller test assumes that short- and long-run re-
sponses are the same. It also ignores possible endogeneity
oftheexplanatory variables. As a result, the Dickey-Fuller
test is inefficient. A more powerful test for cointegration is
obtained by maximum likelihood estimation of the com-
plete error correction system, as developed by Johansen
(1988) and Johansen and Juselius (1990).17 Table I shows
that, on the basis ofthis more powerful test, cointegration
between the. real exchange rate and the real long-term
interest rate differential is accepted for the trade-weighted
dollarandbilateralrates againstthe markandpound, butis
rejected for the bilateral rate against the yen. 18
The Johansen procedure also was used to test for coin-
























Having found that short-term movements in real long-term
interest rate differentials are no better than a naive model
ofno change for making out-of-sample predictions ofreal
bilateralexchange rates, Meese and Rogoff(1988) went on
to examine the possibility that real exchange rates adjust
slowly to real interest rate differentials. They rejected this
possibility, however, because they found that real bilateral
long-term interest rate differentials were not cointegrated
with real bilateral exchange rates. Cointegration of these
variables would mean that there is a long-run relationship
between them.14
MeeseandRogoffusedthe Engle-Grangertwo-step pro-
cedure to test for cointegration. In the first step one vari-
able is regressed againstothervariables that are potentially
cointegrated with it. The residuals from the regression are
then tested for stationarity by means of the Dickey-Fuller
test. If nonstationarity of the residuals is rejected, then
the combination of variables can be regarded as cointe-
grated.15 Table I substantiates a lack ofcointegration be-
tween the realexchange rate andthe reallong-terminterest
rate differential for the four exchange rates in this study
using the Dickey-Fuller test. 16
A more powerful test for cointegration is available,
however. As proved by Engle and Granger (1987), any
variables that are cointegrated have an error correction
representation. This means, for example, that if the real
exchange rate·is cointegrated with the real interest rate
differential, then the errors in this relationship are partofa
largererror correction system. Such a two variable system
would be written as:
(16) ~(,fit - ,fin = P ZEC_ 1
**Significant at 5 percent.
*Significant at 10 percent.
14. A necessary condition for cointegration is that the variables be
nonstationary and also integrated ofthe same order. See Charemza and
Deadman (1992), ch. 5. Meese and Rogoff (1988) rejected stationarity
for levels of the three real bilateral exchange rates as well as the
corresponding real long-term interest differentials, but not for first
differences. Stationarity can also be rejected for levels of the nominal
and real trade-weighted dollar and the corresponding long-term real
interest rate differential. '
15. See Engle and Granger (1987) and Engle and Yoo (1987), and
Charemza and Deadman (1992), Ch. 5.
16. Couglin and Koedijk (1990) and Edison and Pauls (1991) report
similar results with respect to the cointegration ofexchange rates and
real interest rates using the Dickey-Fuller test.
17. Inthe caseoftwo variables there canbeonly one unique cointegrat-
ing vector. In the more general case of a model with n variables, how-
ever, there can be up to n-l unique cointegrating vectors. See Johansen
and Juselius (1990) orCharemza and Deadman (1992, Ch. 6.4).
18. Two lags on the differenced variables were used. Edison andMelick
(1992) also found cointegration between the real trade-weighted dollar
and the real long-terminterestratespreadusingthe Johansenprocedure.
19. A necessary condition for cointegration is that the variables be
integratedofthe sameorder. As discussedinfootnote 14, exchangerates
and real interest rate differentials were found· to be stationa..-j in first
differences but not in levels, or integrated oforderone. This is also true
of the other variables in equation (14), with the exception ofthe Japa-
nese price levels, which were stationary in levels. However, since the
U.S. price level is nonstationary in levels, all of the relative price
variables were nonstationary also, and thus also integratedoforderone.12 FRBSF ECONOMIC REVIEW 1993, NUMBER 2
test is low for cointegration vectors that are close to being
nonstationary, it is reasonable to follow a tes~ procedure
that allows rejection for probability values higher than the
usual 5 or 1 percent. As shown in Table 2, the Johansen
procedure rejects the null of no cointegrating vectors for
the trade-weighted dollar at the 1percentlevel; and atthat
same level of significance one cointegrating vector is
accepted. Similarly, for the nominal bilateral rates against
the dollar, the null ofno cointegrating vector is rejected at
from a 5 to 20 percent level of significance, and one
cointegratingvectoris accepted. Thus, the datafor boththe
trade-weighted dollar and the three bilateral rates are
consistent with cointegration ofthe variables in the gener-
alized uncovered interest parity model.
Estimatesofthecointegratingvectors for the variables in
TABLE 2
TESTS FOR COINTEGRATION OF THE EXCHANGE
RATE WITH ALL VARIABLES IN GENERALIZED






Trade-Weighted US$ 0 47.3**** 96.8****
1 25.6 49.6
YenlUS$ 0 35.6*** 78.6****
1 25.4 42.9
MarklUS$ 0 27.8* 65.1 *
1 14.1 37.3
Pound/US$ 0 30.5** 78.7****
1 23.5 48.2
****Reject at 1percent
***Reject at 5 percent
**Reject at 10 percent
*Reject at 20 percent
TABLE 3
equation (14) are given in Table 3, and the resulting
contributions to longer-run changes in the value of the
nominal trade-weighted dollar are shown in Figures 5 and
6. The effectofthe real interestrate differential was either
very small or of the wrong sign for the yen and pound
bilateral rates, most likely because· of the difficulty of
measuring long-term inflation expectations. So in these
cases the variable was dropped. Otherwise, the overall ef-
fects ontheexchangerate are aboutas anticipated. A 1per-
centage point increase in the U.S. budget deficit as a
percent ofU.S. GDP is estimated to appreciate the value
of the trade-weighted dollar by 6 percent, with the
value in terms ofthe pound going up by more and in terms
ofthe yen and the mark by less. A 10 percent higher real
price of oil is estimated to appreciate the trade-weighted
value of the U.S. dollar by about 3 percent, but less so
against the mark than the other two currencies. Also, the
value of the dollar moves positively with the relative
price oftraded goods abroad compared with the U.S., as
anticipated.
The inclusion of factors besides interest rates substan-
tialiy reduces the estimatedlong-runresponse ofthe dollar
to interest rates. Without these additional factors, a 1 per-
centage pointchange in the real interestrate differential on
lO-year bonds is estimated to move the trade-weighted
dollar by about 7 percentage points. But with their inclu-
sion the estimated effect drops to about 3Yz percentage
points. Evidently, riskin openinterestarbitrage causes the
response ofthe dollarto fall well shortofthe 10 percentage
point response that would tend fully to equalize expected
returns on 10-year bonds.
PREDICTIONS WITH AN
ERROR CORRECTION MODEL
Given cointegration ofthe variables, the short-run adjust-
ment of the exchange rate to generalized open interest
parity can be captured with an error correction model.
Estimatesofsuchamodelforchanges in nominalexchange
rates are provided in Table 4. The model explains nearly
COINTEGRATION VECTORS FOR NOMINAL EXCHANGE RATES, 1974.Ql-1991.Q3
CONSTANT USEE, LPOIL, (pd,*-pd,) (p,*-p) {11 _11*' R2 S.E. V"t "'''t I
Trade-Weighted US$ 4.56 -0.0625 0.281 0.985 0.015 0.0341 0.798 0.0678
YenlUS$ 5.41 -0.0447 0.278 2.03 -1.03 0.918 0.0813
MarklUS$ 0.987 -0.0469 0.165 2.89 -1.89 0.0179 0.866 0.0690
PoundlUS$ -0.218 -0.111 0.225 1.55 -0.55 0.861 0.0666THROOP/ GENERALIZED UNCOVERED INTEREST PARITY MODEL 13
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FIGURES
speed of response of the dollar to changes in the other
variables is generally not as fast, suggesting a gradual
formation of longer-term expectations with regard to the
flexible-price equilibrium ofthe real exchange rate.
Out-of-sample predictions that use data otherthan those
on which the model was estimated provide an important
test of the stability of the economic relationships in the
model. Therefore, the error correction model was first
estimatedfor theperiod1975.Q2to 1981.Q4. Thenpredic-
tions for one, four, and eight quarters ahead were made
usingthe actualvalues ofthe explanatoryvariables. Predic-
tionsofthe changeinthenominalexchangeratewere made
withtheestimatederrorcorrectionequation, whilethe pre-
dictions ofthe change in the real exchange rate were ob-
tainedby subtractingoffchanges inlogs ofthe pricelevels.
The estimation was then updated to include successively
more quarters, allowing additional out-of-sample predic-
tions to be made. The root-mean~squared error (RMSE)
for (non-overlapping) predictions of the error correction
model was then calculated and compared with that of a
naive model of no change. F tests indicated the lack of
significance oflagged changes in the U.S. budget balance
and the price ofoil in most cases, suggesting that only the
errorcorrectionpartofthemodelis importantfor the short-
run response to these variables. Consequently, two sets of
predictions were examined, one including these variables
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half of the in-sample variation of changes in the trade-
weighted dollar (Figure 7) and somewhat lesser propor-
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As discussed earlier, the RMSEs for predictions ofthe
real and nominal exchange rates are the same in this exer-
cise, and only the RMSEs for predictions from the naive
model of no change differ. As shown in Table 5, the
RMSEs for out-of-samplepredictionsofthe nominal trade-
weighted dollar from the full model are about 10 percent
lowerthan those ofthe naive model ofno change for one or
two quarters ahead. Then, for four. and eight quarters
aheadthe RMSEis about30and45 percentlessthanfor the
naive model, respectively. Also, the partial model that
drops lagged changes in the U.S. budget balance and the
TABLE 4
price of oil reduces the RMSE by significantly more at
horizons up to four quarters. Thus, not only does the
generalized uncovered interest parity model fit the in-
sample data for the nominal trade-weighted dollar better
thanthe simpleuncoveredinterestparitymodel does, butit
also performs significantly better out of sample as well.
The results for the bilateral rates are almost as good. In
the work ofMeese and Rogoff, the RMSEs for the out-of-
sample predictions of bilateral rates from the simple un-
covered interest parity model were no lower than for those
from the naive model. In contrast, the partial generalized
ESTIMATED ERROR CORRECTION MODEL OF SHORT-RuN ADJUSTMENT FOR THE NOMINAL EXCHANGE RATE,
1975.Q2-1991.Q3
VARIABLE
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TABLE 5
OUT-OF-SAMPLE RMSE FOR SHORT-RuN
ADJUSTMENT TO GENERALIZED UNCOVERED
INTEREST PARITY, 1982.Ql TO 1991.Q3
ERROR
CORRECTION
HORIZON NAIVE MODEL (Nominal and Real)
Nominal Real Full Partial
Trade-Weighted US$ 1 0.048 0.050 0.045 0.041
2 0.081 0.083 0.072 0.060
4 0.135 0.138 0.093 0.082
8 0.235 0.223 0.135 0.133
Yen/US$ 1 0.059 0.059 0.066 0.064
2 0.100 0.097 0.084 0.080
4 0.154 0.145 0.105 0.097
8 0.263 0.236 0.190 0.189
MarklUS$ 1 0.057 0.055 0.058 0.051
2 0.094 0.090 0.086 0.069
4 0.156 0.144 0.117 0.097
8 0.271 0.244 0.149 0.139
PoundlUS$ 1 0.057 0.066 0.066 0.060
2 0.089 0.111 0.111 0.085
4 0.159 0.153 0.153 0.120
8 0.205 0.125 0.125 0.150
model reduces the RMSE for bilateral rates by 5 to 30per-
cent for a horizon oftwo quarters and by 25 to 50 percent
for horizons offour or eight quarters.
The RMSEs for the naive model of no change are
approximately the same, whetherpredictions are made for
nominal orreal values ofthe dollar. Therefore, the marked
superiority of the generalized uncovered interest parity
model over the naive model holds up for the real exchange
rates as well.
IV SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Sticky price monetary models of the real exchange rate,
while reasonable theoretically, have been disappointing
empirically. These models imply that real exchange rates
should vary significantly with real interest rate differ-
entials, according to the principle of uncovered interest
parity. But while some statistical association between
exchange rates and interest rates has been found, predic-
tions ofreal exchange rates using data other than those on
which the model is estimated have not been satisfactory.
The most likely reason is that shocks to the market's
expectation of the future equilibrium real exchange rate
weaken the stability of the association between the real
exchange rate and the real interest rate differential.
This study has identified three types of factors that
appearto be empiricallyimportant. These are productivity
growth that causes changes in the relative prices oftraded
goods at home versus abroad, government budget deficits,
andthe realpriceofoil. Thesefactors along withlong-term
realinterestrate differentials accountforatleast80percent
ofthelonger-runvariationinboththe trade-weighteddollar
and bilateralrates against the dollar. However, taking these
additional factors into accountreduces the estimatedeffect
ofinterest rates on the dollar. The estimated response of
the trade-weighted dollar to a 1 percentage point change
in the differential between lO-year real bond rates drops
from about 7 percentto 3Yz percentin the complete model.
An errorcorrection model, basedon this expandedform
ofuncovered interest parity explains nearly halfofthe in-
sample variation in changes in the trade-weighted dollar
and has out-of-sample prediction errors that are 30 to
45 percent lower than those from a naive model of no
change over horizons offour or eight quarters. Moreover,
prediction errors for bilateralrates are almost as low as for
the trade-weighted dollar.
These results have important implications for monetary
policy. Most macroeconometric models stress the role of
real interest rate differentials betweenthe U.S. and abroad
in determining the real value of the dollar. However, this
study has shown thatproductivity growth, the real price of
oil, and budget deficits also play important roles. More-
over, taking these additional factors into account reduces
the estimated effects of interest rates on the dollar. As a
result, the influence of monetary policy on the interna-
tional sector of the economy, operating through interest
rates, probably is lower than generally thought.16 FRBSF ECONOMIC REVIEW 1993, NUMBER 2
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